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Abstract—Existing video rain removal methods mainly focus on rain streak removal and are solely trained based on the synthetic data,

which neglect more complex degradation factors, e.g., rain accumulation, and the prior knowledge in real rain data. Thus, in this paper,

we build a more comprehensive rain model with several degradation factors and construct a novel two-stage video rain removal method

that combines the power of synthetic videos and real data. Specifically, a novel two-stage progressive network is proposed: recovery

guided by a physics model, and further restoration by adversarial learning. The first stage performs an inverse recovery process guided

by our proposed rain model. An initially estimated background frame is obtained based on the input rain frame. The second stage

employs adversarial learning to refine the result, i.e., recovering the overall color and illumination distributions of the frame, the

background details that are failed to be recovered in the first stage, and removing the artifacts generated in the first stage. Furthermore,

we also introduce a more comprehensive rain model that includes degradation factors, e.g., occlusion and rain accumulation, which

appear in real scenes yet ignored by existing methods. This model, which generates more realistic rain images, will train and evaluate

our models better. Extensive evaluations on synthetic and real videos show the effectiveness of our method in comparisons to the

state-of-the-art methods. Our datasets, results and code are available at: https://github.com/flyywh/Recurrent-Multi-Frame-Deraining.

Index Terms—Multi-frame, video rain removal, physics recovery guidance, adversarial learning

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

RAIN degrades videos, causing outdoor computer vision
systems to be erroneous, as most of them assume clear

input videos. There are a few factors of rain degradation.
Rain streaks lead to intensity changes in image content,
obscuring the background and blurring the scene. Rain
streaks can also completely occlude some background sig-
nals, where no background signals go through, a phenome-
non we call rain occlusion. Rain accumulation (also known as
rain veiling effect), where individual rain streaks and water
particles accumulate forming visual effects similar to mist
or fog, impair the background contrast, reducing the distant
scenes’ visibility significantly. When rainfall intensity in
some period of time changes rapidly, rain accumulation can

fluctuate over the period of time, which is visually like a
flowing transparent veil covering the background. We call
this phenomenon accumulation flow.

Manymethods have been proposed toderain either images
or videos. Single-image-based methods, e.g., [15], [20], [28],
[34] employ some techniques, such as a frequency-domain
representation [20], sparse representation [28], Gaussian mix-
ture model [25] and deep networks [8], [42]. Video-based
methods, e.g., [1], [2], [11], [46] make full use of both temporal
and spatial information. Garg andNayar [11] utilize the phys-
ics properties of rain, e.g., chromatic and direction. Kim et al.
and Jiang et al. [19], [21] further exploit temporal dynamics,
i.e., background motion’s continuity, rain streaks’ random
occurrence, andmotion cues.

Recently, deep-learning based methods have been
proposed to tackle the video deraining problem. In [4],
a rain image is first segmented into superpixels, then a
consistency constraint is imposed on these aligned
superpixels. Li et al. [23] propose a multiscale convolu-
tional sparse coding-based video rain streak removal
method. Liu et al. [26], [27] build a recurrent network
to jointly integrate the tasks of rain degradation detec-
tion, background reconstruction and rain removal. In
[18], [19], a tensor decomposition based deraining
methods is proposed to fully consider the discrimina-
tive characteristics of clean backgrounds and rain
streaks in the gradient domain. While these video
deraining methods can be effective in some cases, they
all are designed to handle only rain streak removal.
Little attention is given to other factors of rain degra-
dation, such as rain accumulation, despite their degra-
dation in many cases is obviously visible. Moreover,
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how to make a full use of inter-frame and intra-frame
contexts to promote joint estimation of multiple rain-
related factors has not been fully explored.

Our goal in this paper is to handle video deraining in a
more comprehensive way by fully considering the rain-
related factors: rain streak, rain accumulation, accumulation
flow, and rain occlusion as illustrated in Fig. 1. To achieve
the goal, we introduce a new rain model to synthesize more
visually realistic effects of various factors, i.e., rain streak,
rain occlusion, rain accumulation, and accumulation flow.
We also design a two-stage progressive network, which
combines the rain model as well as both physics and natural
video priors. In the first stage, a rain-free frame is recovered,
which is followed by the inverse process based on our rain
model. Subsequently, with the help of the previously recov-
ered clean frames and the initial estimation, in the second
stage, a more accurate estimation is inferred using adversar-
ial learning.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

� A new rain model is proposed. Beyond existing
video rain models, it captures rain degradation fac-
tors comprehensively, i.e., rain accumulation, accu-
mulation flow, rain streaks, and rain occlusion,
providing more realistic modeling of rain scenes.
Based on the model, a novel rain video dataset is
synthesized to support the development and evalua-
tion of learning-based video rain removal methods
in heavy rain.

� To make full use of the spatial and temporal con-
texts in rain scenes, a convolutional LSTM network
is introduced to our deraining network. In the net-
work, the inverse recovery module (physics network)

is embedded. The rain-related variables are predicted.
Then, the physics network estimates the rain-free
frame based on the rain-related variables. This design
takes advantages of the prior of the rain model and
brings in amore effective architecture.

� Our proposed LSTM network has a two-stage design,
whichmakes the first attempt to utilize the knowledge
of both rain model and adversarial learning for video
deraining. The first stage provides the physics accurate
results and the second stage, where the results are
further processed by the generator trained via the
adversarial learning, adjusts the color and contrast dis-
tributions, correct details and remove artifacts.

This paper is an extension of [41], where we make fur-
ther significant improvements: 1) In [41], for our synthetic
data, the transmission used to generate the accumulation is
constant within a frame. In this work, we change it to pixel-
wise adaptive. The detail is illustrated in Section 5-Datasets.
2) We introduce the information of multiple frames in our
two-stage progressive learning framework. In our current
version, the models take five successive frames as their
input in each stage, which is demonstrated to largely out-
perform the previous conference version. 3) To further uti-
lize the prior knowledge of natural images, we apply the
adversarial learning in the second stage of refinement net-
work, to adjust the color and contrast as well as to correct
the details and remove the artifacts generated in the physics
recovery process. Extensive experiments demonstrate that,
with the above-mentioned contributions, our model outper-
forms previous methods (including our conference version)
quantitatively and qualitatively.

The rest of our paper is organized as follows. Section 2
illustrates the related work briefly. Section 3 presents our pro-
posed comprehensive rain synthesis model. Section 4 pro-
poses our recurrent video deraining network in details. In
Section 5, experimental configurations and results are pre-
sented. The concluding remarks are provided in Section 6.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Single-Image Rain Removal

Single image rain removal is an ill-posed task. To handle the
ill-possessedness, different models and priors are utilized to
separate the normal texture and rain signal from rain
images. These models consist of sparse coding [20], Gauss-
ian mixture model [25], discriminative sparse coding [28],
rain direction prior [45], bilayer optimization [47], joint
convolution analysis and synthesis sparse representation
model [12]. The advent of deep networks promote the fast
evolution of the rain removal from single images. In [7], [8],
deep detail networks are constructed to infer the negative
residue according to the information of the extracted high-
frequency details of the rain images.

Yang et al. [42] developed deep networks to detect and
remove rain streak in a joint manner, and to recurrent
remove the rain streaks and accumulation. In [24], in order
to handle the rain streaks having different sizes, Li et al.
built several parallel sub-networks to generate the interme-
diate results, and after that, intermediate results are inte-
grated into the final result. In [45], a new multi-stream
density-aware densely connected CNN is built to estimate

Fig. 1. Visibility degradation caused by rain. (a) Rain streaks. (b) Rain
accumulation. (c) Rain accumulation flow. The atmosphere flow makes
veiling layers’ densities at the same pixel of two frames different. (d)
Rain occlusion. There is an identical intensity in the occlusion regions.
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rain density and remove rain streaks sequentially. In [30], a
progressive recurrent network is constructed, which is
incorporated with gate functions and recurrent units to cap-
ture the deep features’ inter-stage dependencies to remove
rain streak. In [9], inspired by Gaussian Laplacian pyramid
decomposition, the network is designed to perform opera-
tions on the decomposition result, which makes the derain-
ing process more efficiently and the model learning easier.

Yasarla et al. [44] proposed a network to extract rain-
related content first at different scales and the correspond-
ing confidence measure, which later on guides the succes-
sive rain removal process. In [13], Hu et al. developed a
deep network for obtaining the depth-attentional features
to estimate a residual signal and restore a clean background
one. In [37], a spatial attentive network is built to remove
rain streaks with the local-to-global attention guidance.
Compared to the above-mentioned single-image rain removal
work, only relying on exploiting spatial correlation, in our
work, video rain removal is focused on,wherewe exploit tem-
poral and spatial correlation jointly for removing rain from
videos.

2.2 Multi-Frame Rain/Haze Removal

Video rain removal can exploit the temporal information
and motion context additionally. Garg and Nayar make the
first attempt to build the rain model [11] and deal with rain
removal problem [10]. The later works address the problem
with more flexible and intrinsic modeling of rain streaks
and backgrounds, i.e., the shape, orientation, and size of
rain streaks [2], Fourier domain feature [1], temporal and
chromatic properties [46], phase congruency features [32],
and rain streaks’ directional tendency [19]. Later on, data-
driven methods emerge and brings new progress as well as
improved modeling capacity.

In [35], [36], with the help of the temporal and spatial fea-
tures, a Bayesian rain detector is developed. Wei et al. [39]
made attempt to encode rain streaks as mixtures of Gauss-
ian. The model can finely adapt to a wide kind of rain varia-
tions. Kim et al. [21] trained an SVM. The SVM can be used
to re-estimate the roughly detected rain streak maps.
In [31], a matrix decomposition model is designed. The
model is utilized to classify rain streaks into dense and
sparse streaks. In [4], a rain image is first segmented into
superpixels. Then, the aligned superpixels are enforced by
the consistency constraints. After that, the aligned superpix-
els are compensated for the the lost details. In [23], a multi-
scale convolutional sparse coding approach is designed for
video deraining. In [26], Liu et al. built a recurrent network
to seamlessly integrate the multi-task of rain degradation
detection, rain removal and background reconstruction.
However, all of these previous methods do not pay atten-
tion to dealing with rain accumulation.

A series of works that focus on video haze removal pro-
vide meaningful insights to handle rain accumulation.
Zhang et al. [51] estimated the scene depth jointly with the
clear latent image, where the formulation models the depth
cues from stereo matching and fog information in a mutu-
ally beneficial way. Cai et al. [52] built a Markov random
field injected with intensity value prior to improve spatial

consistency and temporal coherence for video dehazing.
In [22], Li et al. conducted a thorough study over a number
of network structure choices for the temporal fusion in the
end-to-end learning context. Besides, the video dehazing
and object detection are optimized jointly. In [50], Ren et al.
build an end-to-end learnable deep network to gather infor-
mation among adjacent frames to estimate the transmission.

In our work, we target at handling more kinds of visibil-
ity degradation based on the rain synthesis model we pro-
pose, i.e., rain streaks, accumulation, accumulation flow,
occlusion. To better utilize inter-frame correlation, a two-
step RNN is designed to fully make use of the knowledge of
physics guidance and adversarial learning. The first stage
provides the physics accurate results and then in the second
stage, the results are further processed by the generator
trained via the adversarial learning, to adjust the color and
contrast distributions as well as to correct details and
remove artifacts.

3 COMPREHENSIVE RAIN MODEL

To handle video deraining issue, we develop a new compre-
hensive rain model. Using the model, we synthesize rain
images from clean ones with the four degradation factors:
rain streaks, rain accumulation, accumulation flow and rain
occlusion. Rain streaks are the falling raindrops that form
whitish streaks due to raindrops’ rapid speed relative to the
camera’s exposure time. Their appearance occludes the back-
ground, as illustrated in Fig. 1a. In our rain-streak rendering,
rain streaks are fused linearly with the clean background
frames [8], [25], [42]. Rain accumulation occurs when the dis-
tant rain streaks together with water particles interweave,
generating an atmospheric veiling effect [24], [42] where indi-
vidual rain-streaks cannot be seen individually any more, as
illustrated in Fig. 1b. In our rendering, we follow the physics
model commonly used to generate fog [42].

In videos, rain accumulation can be dynamic due to wind
or other atmospheric conditions. This dynamic rain accu-
mulation over time form accumulation flow, which shown
in Fig. 1c. Its transparency is independent from the depth of
the background. It takes any shape, and produces a semi-
transparent covering veil effect. Its existence is continuous
temporally. In the synthesis process, we sample a nature
gray image, blur it, and then adjust its intensity range glob-
ally to simulate the accumulation flow. At a given temporal
step, we will randomly generate the motion vector of the
accumulation flow at the moment and the flow is then set
based on the vector to move in different temporal steps. The
light transmittance of raindrops turns to be low in the heavy
rain case. In this case, the additive rain model is not obeyed
anymore, and the rain region is identical in intensity [26].
As illustrated in Fig. 1d, the background information is
totally occluded. The occlusion image is rendered through
an alpha matting process. Its generation is guided a binary
mask, with a rain-contaminated image as well as the given
intensity map to fuse.

In its basic form, our rain model follows the commonly
used rain model for a single image [16], [25], [28]:

O ¼ Bþ S; (1)
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where S represents rain streaks, B represent the rain-free
frame, and O is the image degraded by rain streaks. For
video, we add a temporal indicator t:

Ot ¼ Bt þ St; t ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; N; (2)

where N denotes the number of the video frames. St, the
rain streaks, are assumed to be independent and identically
distributed [33]. Taking into account rain accumulation and
accumulation flow, our model is expressed as:

Ot ¼ btBt þ ð1� btÞAt þUt þ St; t ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; N: (3)

where At represents the global atmospheric light, bt repre-
sents atmospheric transmission that dependent on the
depth of scene , and Ut denotes the rain accumulation flow
layer that dependent on the atmospheric flow and local
raindrop density. All these factors are temporally continu-
ous. For a given fixed scene, Atf g and atf g are affected only
by the camera motions. Utf g has its motion trajectory.
Finally, similar to modeling rain occlusions in [26], [27]:

O
0
t ¼ 1� atð Þ Bt þ Stð Þ þ atMt; (4)

where at signifies an alpha matting map, and Mt is the rain
reliance map, the rain model starting from Eq. (3) to
describe rain occlusions is expressed as:

eOt ¼ 1� atð ÞOt þ atMt: (5)

Therefore, we obtain a rain model that captures rain streaks,
accumulation, accumulation flow, and occlusions in a com-
prehensive way.

With the guidance of our rain model (5), we can synthesize
more realistic-looking rain videos compared to existing meth-
ods. Two rendered examples by our model are shown in
Fig. 2. Based on the rain synthesis model, we build a novel
video rain dataset. More details are discussed in Section 5. A
summary of commonly used datasets in recent video rain
removal works, including their included degradation factors,
rain models, main features, and code links, are provided in
Table 1. Most of previously adopted datasets (TCLRM, Sto-
chastic, MS-CSC, DIP, FastDeRain, MRF, and NTURain) only
consider rain streak degradation and takes the rain model in

Eq. (2). RainSynLight25 and RainSynComplex25 additionally
model rain occlusions and their related rain models turn
Eq. (4). Our dataset is build based on Eq. (5) and four kinds of
degradation factors are included.

4 RECURRENT VIDEO DERAINING NETWORK

Our method is based on a two-stage network that utilizes
multi-frames to derain the input video progressively. The
initially derained estimations are used as guidance on the
refined deraining network, which extracts more effective
features. The first stage of our method follows the inverse
recovery process in Eq. (3) and Eq. (5). Our method makes
use of both the prior knowledge of rain model via injecting
physics network and nature image distributions by employ-
ing the adversarial learning. As rain models cannot totally
simulate complex rain scenes, i.e., the complex real rain
accumulation and illumination change after the degrada-
tion, therefore, we introduce an enhancement network that
applies adversarial learning to adjust the derained results
generated by the inverse recovery of a rain model.

4.1 Network Architecture

Our method consists of 3 main networks: the initial deraining
network (Initial-DerainNet), inverse recovery network (Phys-
icsNet) refined deraining network (Refined-DerainNet), as
illustrated in Fig. 3. In the first stage, Initial-DerainNet takes
successive rain frames Ot�2;Ot�1; . . . ;Otþ2 as its input and
estimates the rain-related variables of the frame t (ĥt; b̂

i
t;

andÂt), where ĥt aims to regressOt �Ut � St. PhysicsNet uti-
lizes the predicted rain-related variables to estimate the initial
background (rain-free) frame bBi

t with the help of Eqs. (3)
and (5).

In the second stage, Refined-DerainNet takes the existing
clean frames (bBf

t�2,
bBf
t�1 and the initially estimated clean

frame Bi
t from the first stage) as well as their corresponding

rain frames Otþ1 and Otþ2 as input to predict the refined
background frame bBf

t . The adversarial learning is used to
constrain the training of the Refined-DerainNet, i.e., the
generation process of bBf

t . We utilize multiples losses to
jointly regularize the recovery of bBf

t to accurately predict
background frames while keeping the generalization capac-
ity of the models. Note that, compared to [41] we do not
align the frames. We observed that, alignment cannot lead
to performance gains in our new framework, which takes
successive five frames as input. The exclusion of the align-
ment process reduces the network’s complexity.

4.2 Initial Deraining Network

Initial-DerainNet’s architecture is a U-Net [49] like network,
as illustrated in Fig. 3. A few frames are fed into convolu-
tional layers concurrently and transformed into features via
multiple convolutional layers. For the intermediate layers,
we down-sample the spatial resolutions of features (at the
encoder side) and then up-sample them (at the decoder
side). In the encoder part, 3D convolutions are used to
change the resolution sizes and shrink the temporal step of
the tensor stacked by the features of the input frames. The
specific structure of the encoder is depicted in Fig. 4a. The
input frames are rearranged into two sequences:

Fig. 2. Several example data based on our synthesis data produced by
Eq. (5).
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s1 ¼ s2 ¼ Ot�2;Ot�1;Ot;Otþ1;Otþ2½ �; (6)

which are processed by two sub-encoder as illustrated in
Fig. 4b and the extracted features are summed together after
the process as illustrated in Fig. 4a.

As shown in Fig. 3, we use the skip connections (red
lines), which help the features produced by the shallow
layers reach the decoder’s counterpart layers. Initial-Derain-
Net generates three rain-related variables:

v̂it ¼ ĥi
t; Â

i
t; b̂

i
t

h i
¼ GI s1; s2ð Þ; (7)

where ĥi
t, Âi

t, and b̂i
t are rain streak-free image (might

including rain accumulation), atmospheric air light and
transmission of the rain accumulation estimated by the first

stage Initial-DerainNet. GIð�Þ denotes the Initial-DerainNet
process.

There are three decoders to decode the feature generated by
the encoder to output ĥi

t, Â
i
t, and b̂i

t, respectively. Note that,
the estimations of Âi

t and b̂i
t will influence each other, hence

we make them share the same encoder. Due to Âi
t is a global

variable, there are no skip connections that bypassing the fea-
tures from the encoder to the corresponding decoder side. A
convolutional LSTM is used to feed-forward the information
at the feature level across frames at the end of the convolu-
tional layers at the beginning of the decoder side, as denoted
in Fig. 3.

4.3 Physics Module

Given ĥi
t, b̂

i
t, and Âi

t, we employ Eq. (3) to estimate the clean
background frame B̂i

t with the guidance of a single frame rain
input:

TABLE 1
Summary of Rain Synthetic Models in the Literature

Name # Sequence Degradation Model Main Features Publication

TCLRM1 9 (Synthetic Test) 6
(Real Test)

Streak Eq. (2) The real testing sequences include 1 captured
one and 5 movie clips. 3 of 9 synthetic

sequences are captured with moving cameras,
whereas 6 of 9 are captured with stationary

ones.

Kim et al.
2015 [21]

Stochastic2 4 (Synthetic Test) 2
(Real Test)

Streak Eq. (2) Rain streaks, varied from tiny drizzling to heavy
rainstorms, are added to four videos with static

backgrounds.

Wei et al.
2017 [39]

MS-CSC3 3 (Synthetic Test) 3
(Real Test)

Streak Eq. (2) Different types of rain streaks are added to these
videos, varying from tiny drizzling to heavy
rainstorms and vertical rain to slash lines.

Li et al.
2018 [23]

DIP 6 (Synthetic Test) 2
(Real Test)

Streak Eq. (2) The synthesized rain videos include heavy and
light synthetic rain.

Jiang et al.
2017 [19]

FastDeRain4 12 (Synthetic Test)
4 (Real Test)

Streak Eq. (2) 12 video sequences are synthesized with 4 clean
videos and 3 types of rain streaks.

Jiang et al.
2019 [18]

MRF 5 (Synthetic Test) 1
(Real Test)

Streak Eq. (2) Various rain and snow video sequences include
illumination variations, camera motions, moving

objects, etc.

Ren et al.
2017 [31]

NTURain5 25 (Synthetic
Train) 8 (Synthetic
Test) 7 (Real Test)

Streak Eq. (2) Three to four different rain appearances are
synthesized over each video clip to provide
us 25 rainy scenes. 8 testing scenes can be
divided into two groups: one shot from a

panning and unstable camera and the other from
a fast-moving camera.

Liu et al.
2018 [4]

RainSynLight256 190 (Synthetic
Train) 25

(Synthetic Test)

Streak, Occlusion Eq. (4) The dataset is synthesized by non-rain sequences
with the rain streaks generated by the

probabilistic model [11].

Liu et al.
2018 [26]

RainSynComplex256 190 (Synthetic
Train) 25

(Synthetic Test)

Streak, Occlusion Eq. (4) The dataset is synthesized by non-rain sequences
with the rain streaks generated by the

probabilistic model [11], sharp line streaks [42]
and sparkle noises.

Liu et al.
2018 [26]

RainSynAll100 900 (Synthetic
Train) 100

(Synthetic Test)

Streak, Occlusion,
Rain Accumulation,
Accumulation Flow

Eq. (5) The dataset is generated by 1,000 clean
sequences from the Vimeo-90K dataset [40]

with the mentioned four kinds of
degradations.

Our work

1http://mcl.korea.ac.kr/deraining
2https://github.com/wwzjer/RainRemoval_ICCV2017
3https://github.com/MinghanLi/MS-CSC-Rain-Streak-Removal
4https://github.com/TaiXiangJiang/FastDeRain/blob/local/Data/data.md
5https://github.com/hotndy/SPAC-SupplementaryMaterials
6https://github.com/flyywh/J4RNet-Deep-Video-Deraining-CVPR-2018
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B̂i
t ¼

ĥt � 1� b̂i
t

� �
� Ât

max b̂i
t; �

� � ; (8)

where � signifies the threshold that helps guarantee the
numerical stability, which in our experiments is set to 0.1. ĥt

aims to regress Ot �Ut � St. This module, which is injected
to the whole network for an end-to-end training, makes full
use of the prior of the physics model and brings in a more
effective architecture.

4.4 Refined Deraining Network

Having estimated the ðt� 1Þth and ðt� 2Þth rain-free back-
ground frames B̂f

t�1 and B̂f
t�2 as well as the initially estimated

background of B̂i
t at time-step t, Refined-DerainNet takes

them as input:

s
0
1 ¼ B̂f

t�2; B̂
f
t�1; B̂

i
t;Ot�1;Otþ1

h i
(9)

s
0
2 ¼ B̂f

t�2; B̂
f
t�1;Ot;Otþ1;Otþ2;

h i
; (10)

and directly predicts more refined rain-free background
frames.

Refined-DerainNet has the same architecture as Initial-
DerainNet. In the network, features are extracted from s

0
1

and s
0
2, respectively, and summed together at the bottleneck

Fig. 3. Our two-stage progressive network framework for video rain removal. In the first stage, Initial-DerainNet uses successive rain frames
Ot�2;Ot�1; . . . ;Otþ2 as its input and outputs the estimation of the rain-related variables of the frame t. Physics recovery module translates these pre-
dicted rain-related variables into the initially estimated background frame Bi

t with the guidance of the inverse recovery in Eq. (3) and Eq. (5). In the

second stage, Refined-DerainNet takes the existing clean frames (bBf

t�2,
bBf
t�1 and the initially estimated clean frame bBi

t from the first stage) as well as
their corresponding rainy frames Otþ1, Otþ2 as the network’s input to directly predict the rain-free frames. We train the whole model in an end-to-end
manner with the loss functions for variable estimation Lf

Var, and background frame refinement (reconstruction constraint Lf

Rect, adversarial learning
Lf

Dis, and dark channel prior constraint Lf

Dark
; Lf

Dark TV
).

Fig. 4. (a) The architecture of our encoder in Fig. 3. (b) The sub-encoder architecture that constitutes the encoder in (a).
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of the encoder and decoder, which bridges the encoder and
decoder and has the smallest spatial size. The network
employs the skip connections as well as a convolutional
LSTM. The convolutional LSTM is used to propagate the
information at the feature level across frames, as denoted in
Fig. 3, at the beginning of the decoder. We re-estimate the
rain-free frames with a refinement network:

B̂f
t ¼ GR s

0
1; s

0
2

� �
; (11)

where B̂f
t is the refined rain-free frame. GRð�Þ denote the

process of Refined-DerainNet.

4.4.1 Adversarial Learning

To check whether the output (the clean background) looks
realistic and indeed clean, we employ a discriminator, using
the following loss functions:

Lf
Rect ¼ �SSIM B̂f

t ;Bt

� �
; (12)

Lf
Dis ¼ �log GDðBtÞð Þ � log 1�GD B̂f

t

� �� �
; (13)

where GDð�Þ is the discriminator, Lf
Dis is the adversarial loss,

and Bt is the corresponding ground-truth. Lf
Rect is the recon-

struction loss to keep the fidelity, and SSIM �ð Þ is the SSIM
function.

We also intend to keep the refined images free from rain
accumulation and continuous temporally. For this, we
apply constraints based on the dark channels [48] of the
refined frames:

Lf
Dark ¼ Dark B̂f

t

� ���� ���2
2
; (14)

Lf
Dark TV ¼ Dark B̂f

t

� �
�Dark B̂f

t�1

� ���� ���2
2
; (15)

where Dark �ð Þ is the function to calculate the dark channel
of the input. The first term, the dark channel minimization,
makes the refined frames more rain-accumulation free
while the second term, the dark channel temporal total vari-
ation, makes the refined frame more temporally continuous.

4.4.2 Loss Functions

Our network is trained in an end-to-end manner. The loss
functions are expressed as:

Lall ¼ Li
Var þ �RectL

f
Rect þ �DisL

f
Dis þ �DarkL

f
Dark (16)

þ �Dark TVL
f
Dark TV;

Li
Var ¼ �SSIM ĥi

t;ht

� �
� SSIM b̂it;bt

� �
� SSIM Âi

t;At

� �
;

(17)

where ht, bt and At are the corresponding ground truths,
and �Rect, �Dis, �Dark and �Dark TV are the weighting para-
meters.

5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

5.1 Datasets

Our Dataset Synthesis. Our dataset is synthesized based on
Eq. (5). The synthesized videos come from two kinds of
resources: 1) single images from OTS [54] with the depth
information and sampled uniform motions; 2) real videos
without the depth information.

In the first case, the transmission bt is generated by:

bt ¼ exp �sbt dt=C
b
t

� �
; (18)

where sbt is sampled from a uniform distribution between
[2.6, 4.6], dt is the scene depth, and Cb

t is set to 10 empiri-
cally. The global atmospheric light At is sampled from a
uniform distribution between [0.25, 0.95]. The motion vector
of the frame is sampled from a uniform distribution
between �BMV

t ;BMV
t

� �
, where BMV

t is a quarter of the mini-
mum of the frame’s weight and height. The synthesized
motions will be applied to crop different image regions to
form a simulated video. The accumulation flow Ut is gener-
ated via the following process: we sample a nature gray
image from BSD500 dataset [56], resize it to a very large
one, crop and blur it, and then adjust its intensity range
(with a random value sampled from the distribution
between [0.1, 0.5]) globally to simulate the accumulation
flow; the motion of the accumulation flow is selected from
KITTI dataset [55] with a guided blurring operation; after
that, this motion guides the accumulation flow to move
among different time-steps. The rain streak St and occlu-
sion-related variables at;Mt are generated following the
same procedure in [26], [27].

In the second case, the procedures are the same in most
aspects. The differences lie in: 1) bt is global variable sam-
pled from [0.5, 1] instead of a pixel-wise one; 2) the
background sequences are selected from the Vimeo-90K
Dataset [40]; 3) the videos are ready-made, which are not
synthesized from single images. More details about our
dataset synthesis can be found on our website.

Finally, our dataset includes 900 training sequences and
100 validation sequences, where the sequence lengths of half
of these sequences are 7while those of the other half are 9.

Evaluation Datasets. The proposed method is compared
with SOTA on widely used datasets. In [26], Liu et al. pro-
pose two datasets RainSynComplex25 and RainSynLight25
with respective heavy and light rain streaks. In [4], Chen
et al. propose NTURain, which consists of two groups. One
is captured by panning and unstable camera that has slow
movements, while the other is taken from a car-mount fast
moving camera. In this paper, we additionally propose
RainSynAll100, which is generated by 500 clean sequences
and 500 clean images with the mentioned four kinds of deg-
radation factors. The whole dataset consists of testing and
training datasets, including the respective 100 and 900 video
sequences. We use practical rain video sequences selected from
of movie clips and videos of Youtube website.

5.2 Evaluations

Baselines. Our MFGAN is compared with the following state-
of-the-art (SOTA) methods: DetailNet [8], Discriminative
Sparse Coding (DSC) [28], Joint Rain Detection and Removal
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(JORDER) [42], Progressive Recurrent Network (PReNet) [30],
Uncertainty guided Multi-scale Residual Learning (UMRL)
[44], Stochastic Encoding (SE) [39], Temporal Correlation and
Low-Rank Matrix completion (TCLRM) [21], Discriminative
Intrinsic Priors (DIP) [19], Joint Recurrent Rain Removal and
Reconstruction (J4RNet) [26], FastDeRain [18],MultiScale Con-
volutional Sparse Coding (MS-CSC) [23], SuperPixel Align-
ment and Compensation CNN (SpacCNN) [4]. The code links
of all compared methods are provided in Table 4. J4RNet,
DetailNet, JORDER,MS-CSC, PReNet, and SpacCNN are built
based on deep-learning. SE, FastDerain, TCLRM, MS-CSC,
J4RNet, DIP, and SpacCNN are video rain removal methods.
DSC, DetailNet, PReNet, JORDER, and UMRL are single
image deraining methods. When we conduct evaluations on
RainSynAll100, for the methods that do not handle rain accu-
mulation, spatio-temporal MRF dehazing (MRF) [3] and End-
to-end united Video Dehazing and detection Network (EVD-
Net) [22] are taken for pre-processing or post-processing.

Implementation Details. For quantitative evaluation, we
use RainSynLight25, RainSynComplex25, NTURain, our pro-
posed RainSynAll100, and our collected real rain videos for
evaluation. As demonstrated in Table 1, NTURain includes
25 paired videos for training and 8 for testing. Both RainSyn-
Light25 and RainSynHeavy25 include 190 paired videos for
training and 25 for testing, respectively. Our proposed Rain-
SynAll100 includes 900 paired videos for training and 100
for testing. For qualitative evaluation, we use the collected
real rain videos that do not have the paired clean version.
Our MFGAN is trained via two steps. In the first step, our
model is first trained without using adversarial loss Lf

Dis, as
well as dark channel prior related losses Lf

Dark and Lf
Dark TV.

In the second step, all losses are used for training. The
weighting parameters are set as follows: �Rect ¼ 1, �Dis ¼
0:001, �Dark ¼ 0:01 and �Dark TV ¼ 0:1. Adam optimizer is

used in the whole training process with the learning rate 1e-
4 for both generator and discriminator of our MFGAN. The
model is initialized by Kaiming Initialization [53]. Empiri-
cally, the initialized weight of the convolutional layer takes
only 0.5 of the default value. All training videos are sam-
pled and cropped into 128� 128� 5 cubics with a batch
size of 2. For the non-deep learning-based methods, includ-
ing TCLRM, SE, DSC, UMRL, FastDeRain, JCAS, and DIP,
the evaluation is directly performed based on the codes
released by the authors. For DetailNet and SpacCNN,we use
their released models. JORDER and J4RNet are retrained
based on the gray version of the respective training set, fol-
lowing their original settings. J4RNet-E, J4RNet-P, CVPR-
2019, and our proposed method are retrained with the
respective training set when the evaluation is performed on
different datasets. MS-CSC does not need training, as it is an
optimization-based deep-learning method. In the quantita-
tive evaluation, Structure Similarity Index (SSIM) [38] and
Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) [17] are used as the qual-
ity measures. We follow previous methods to compare the
quantitative results in the luminance channel only, since the
human visual system is more sensitive to the luminance
channel compared to the chrominance ones.

Quantitative Evaluation. In Table 2, our method is com-
pared on the datasets with rain streak degradation only.
Our method achieves better performance compared with
previous methods. The proposed method obtains more than
7.5 dB and 4.0 dB PSNR gains on RainSynComplex25 and
RainSynLight25 compared with J4RNet and SpacCNN.
Compared to our CVPR-2019 results [41], Our method
obtains almost 5.0 dB and 1.1dB PSNR gains on RainSyn-
Complex25 and RainSynLight25.

All methods are also evaluated on the proposed synthe-
sized rain dataset RainSynAll100. SE, FastDerain, DIP,

TABLE 2
Quantitative Evaluation of Different Rain Streak Removal Methods on RainSynLight25, RainSynComplex25, and NTURain

Best results are denoted in red and the second best results are denoted in blue.

TABLE 3
Quantitative Evaluation on RainSynAll100

ST-MRF and EVD-Net as used as pre/post-processing. Best results are denoted in red and the second best results are denoted in blue.
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SpacCNN and MS-CSC are combined with two SOTA video
defogging methods: EVD-Net [22] and ST-MRF [3] (post/pre-
processing of rain accumulation removal) for a fair compari-
son. In Table 3, MRF + DIP uses the sequential combination of
ST-MRF and DIP. DIP + MRF takes ST-MRF as post-process-
ing. EVD-Net + DIP and DIP+ EVD-Net employ EVD-Net as
pre/post-processing, respectively. The same applies to other
SOTA methods. J4RNet-E uses the method in [26] to predict
the background frame based on the input rain frame directly.
J4RNet-P injects the inverse recovery module to predict the
rain-related variables first and then estimate the background
frame accordingly based on the predicted variables. As is illus-
trated in Table 3, ourmethod rank the first among all methods.
The performance gain is almost 6.0 dB in PSNR and 0.3 in
SSIM. Compared to our previous CVPR-2019 results [41], our
method obtains more than 0.170 and 4dB gains in SSIM and
PSNR, respectively.

Qualitative Evaluation. Visual results of different deraining
methods are also compared in Figs. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13,
14, 15, and 16. Figs. 5, 6, and 7 show the results on synthetic
rain videos. It is illustrated that, our method performs better
than other SOTAmethods on the synthetic data. Ourmethod
also obtains better results than other SOTA methods on real
images (Figs. 9-7). For Figs. 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14, all meth-
ods only apply rain streak removal. It is shown that, the pro-
posed method method is better to remove most large (Figs. 8
and 9) and small rain streaks (Fig. 10). For accumulation, our
method restores the best results in Figs. 14, 15, and 16. Note
that, For Fig. 15, other methods apply EVD-Net as post-proc-
essing. Comparatively, our method is more successful to
remove rain accumulation. For Fig. 16, other methods apply
ST-MRF as pre-processing. The results of other methods are
over-exposed. Comparatively, our method obtains naturally
looking results.

Fig. 5. Results of rain removal methods on a video frame from the synthesized dataset RainSynComplex25.

Fig. 6. Results of rain removal methods on a video frame from the synthesized dataset RainSynAll100. Except for our method, other methods apply
ST-MRF as post-processing.
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Complexity Comparison. In Table 5, we compare the
runtime of several SOTA methods. The testing video’s
resolution is 832� 512. The proposed method, J4RNet-E,
and J4RNet-P method are implemented by Pytorch.
Other SOTA methods are implemented by MATLAB.
DetailNet and SpacCNN are built based on MatConv-
Net.1 JORDER is built on the Caffe’s Matlab wrapper.2

TCLRM is built based on CPU while other methods are
GPU-based methods. Generally, the running speed of the
proposed method is on par with other SOTA methods.
Note that, compared with our previous work [41], our

this work only needs almost a half running time. We
also compare the parameters of different deraining meth-
ods in Table 6. In general, the parameters of our light-
weighted model (Ours-S used for only rain streaks in
Table 2) are on par with those of JORDER, CVPR-2019
and SpacCNN. However, Ours-S achieves much better
quantitative results on the three datasets in Table 2. Our
full model (Ours-L) includes many more parameters and
leads to significantly superior performance as demon-
strated in the quantitative results of Table 3 and the
visual results in Figs. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15,
16, and 17. It is noted that, Ours-S and Ours-L have
more parameters as they introduce 3D convolutions to
aggregate temporal information at the feature level. The

Fig. 7. Results of rain removal methods on a video frame from the synthesized dataset RainSynAll100. Except for our method, other methods apply
EVD-Net as pre-processing.

Fig. 8. Results of rain streak removal by different methods on a real video frame. The results of SE, PreNet, FastDeRain, UMRL, and MS-CSC have
remaining rain streaks, as denoted in blue boxes. Meanwhile, SE, PreNet and FastDeRain also falsely remove some details, as denoted by red
boxes. Comparatively, our method can well handle the rain streaks.

1. http://www.vlfeat.org/matconvnet/
2. http://caffe.berkeleyvision.org/
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Fig. 9. Results of rain streak removal by different methods on a real video frame. The results of SE, DIP, FastDeRain, UMRL, and MS-CSC have obvi-
ous remaining rain streaks. For SpacCNN, there are small rain streaks in the regions denoted by blue boxes and details are falsely removed as
denoted in the red box. Comparatively, our method can well handle the rain streaks.

Fig. 10. Results of rain streak removal by different methods on a real video frame. The results of JCAS, UGSM, MS-CSC, SE, and FastDeRain have
obvious remaining rain streaks. For SpacCNN, there are small rain streaks in the regions denoted by blue boxes. Comparatively, our method can well
handle the rain streaks.

Fig. 11. Results of rain streak removal by different methods on a real video frame. The results of JCAS, UGSM, and FastDeRain have obvious
remaining rain streaks, as denoted by blue arrows. As the video clip includes large camera motions, the results of MS-CSC and SE are totally dam-
aged. For DIP, there are remaining rain streaks denoted by blue arrows and the details are blurred in the regions denoted by red arrows. Compara-
tively, our method can well handle the rain streaks and preserve structure details.
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increased parameters do not certainly lead to an
increased computational complexity as the 2D convolu-
tions in other models will be reused many times when
dealing with multiple input frames at a certain time-step.

5.3 Ablation Studies

Ablation Study on Network Architecture. In Table 7, our
methods with different components are evaluated.

Table 7 shows that, the LSTM and SF-DerainNet improve
the quantitative results significantly (v1 versus v4 and
v2 versus v4). The rain streak removal can be
benefited from the physics network, resulting a higher
SSIM (v3 versus v4). Adding flow estimation and align-
ment cannot further improve the performance in our
case (v4 versus v5). Therefore, v4 is selected as our final
version.

Fig. 12. Results of rain streak removal by different methods on a real video frame. The results of JCAS, UGSM, MS-CSC, SE, and FastDeRain have
obvious remaining rain streaks as the rain streaks are too dense in the frame. SE additionally suffers from the color cast. SpacCNN still has remain-
ing rain streaks as denoted by the blue box. Comparatively, our method can successfully remove most rain streaks.

Fig. 13. Results of rain streak removal by different methods on a real video frame. It is clearly observed that, the results of JCAS, UGSM, MS-CSC,
SE, and FastDeRain fail to remove the intensive rain streaks. J4RNet still has remaining rain streaks as denoted by blue boxes. Comparatively, our
method can successfully remove most rain streaks.
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Visual Comparisons of Different Versions. We also compare
our results with our previous results (CVPR-2019) [41] in
Fig. 17. The figure shows our method is more successful in
removing the rain streaks, as illustrated in the blue boxes of
the top two panels in Fig. 17, and in removing rain accumu-
lation, as illustrated in the blue boxed of the bottom two
panels in Fig. 17.

Result of Versions with Different Parameters. We also show
the performance of our methods with different parameters
in Fig. 18. The figure shows that more parameters lead to
higher performance, and with more parameters, the mar-
ginal performance gain is small.

6 CONCLUSION

We introduced a video deraining method that consider more
comprehensive degradation factors, i.e., accumulation, rain
streak, accumulation flow and occlusion. To accomplish this,
a new rain model is proposed, which can capture the factors,
i.e., rain accumulation, accumulation flow, rain streaks, and
rain occlusion. Based on the model, a novel rain video dataset
is synthesized to support the development and evaluation of
our deraining method. A recurrent neural network (RNN) is
constructed, where the inverse recovery module can be
injected. Our proposed two-stage RNN exploits the

Fig. 14. Results of rain removal (rain streak and accumulation removal) by different methods on a real video frame. No method applies pre-process-
ing or post-processing. The remaining rain streaks are denoted in blue boxes.

Fig. 15. Results of rain removal (rain streak and accumulation removal) by different methods on a real video frame. Except for our method, other
methods apply EVD-Net as post-processing. The remaining rain streaks are denoted in blue boxes.
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knowledge of adversarial learning and physics model. The
first stage provides the physics accurate results and then in
the second stage, the results are further processed by the
generator trained via the adversarial learning, to adjust the
color and contrast distributions aswell as to correct details.

TABLE 5
Running TimeComparison (in Section) of Different Rain Removal

Methods on a Videowith the Spatial Resolution 832� 512

Methods JORDER DetailNet FastDeRain SpacCNN TCLRM

Time 0.6329 1.4698 0.3962 9.5075 192.7007

Methods MS-CSC SE CVPR-2019 J4RNet Proposed

Time 15.7957 19.8516 0.8974 0.8401 0.5146

TABLE 6
Parameter Comparison of Different Deep-Learning Based

Rain Removal Methods

Methods DetailNet PreNet JORDER SpacCNN

#Para. 58,175 168,963 4,169,024 1,430,403

Method - CVPR-2019 Ours-S Ours-L

#Para. - 4,466,694 6,964,803 29,472,018

TABLE 7
Ablation Analysis for Network Architecture

Baseline v1 v2 v3 v4 v5

Initial-DerainNet � @ @ @ @

Inverse Recovery @ @ � @ @

LSTM @ � @ @ @

Alignment � � � � @

PSNR 23.79 24.82 24.93 25.14 24.76

SSIM 0.9029 0.9166 0.9090 0.9172 0.9160

Best results are denoted in red and the second best results are denoted in blue.

Fig. 16. Results of rain removal (rain streak and accumulation removal) by different methods on a real video frame. Except for our method, other
methods apply ST-MRF as pre-processing. The remaining rain streaks are denoted in blue boxes.

TABLE 4
Summary of Code Links for All Methods

Methods Project Page

DetailNet https://xueyangfu.github.io/projects/tip2017.html
DSC http://www.math.nus.edu.sg/ matih/download/imaee_derainine/rain_removal_v.l.l.zin
PReNet https://github.com/csdwren/PReNet
UMRL https://github.com/raieevyasarla/UMRL&ndash;using-Cycle-Spinning
SE https://github.com/wwzier/RainRemoval_ICCV2017
TCLRM http://mcl.korea.ac.kr/derainina/
DIP https://github.com/TaiXiangJiang/FastDeRain
FastDeRain -
J4RNet https://github.com/flyywh/J4RNet-Deep-Video-Derainina-CVPR-2018
MS-CSC https://github.com/MinehanLi/MS-CSC-Rain-Streak-Removal
SpacCNN https://github.com/hotndv/SPAC-SupplementarvMaterials
MRF https://caibolun.aithub.io/st-mrf/
EVD-Net https://github.com/Boyiliee/EVD-Net
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Fig. 17. Visual comparisons of our method and our previous version (CVPR-2019).
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